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LGBTQ+ communities experience significant health disparities
Information both produces & combats disparities
how information shapes health disparities is understudied

“What's a trusted place that 
I can go to that's going to 
help me and not hurt me?” 

Common health question asked by 
participant second’s community

RQ1. How do SC LGBTQ+ communities 
create, seek, share, & use health information?
RQ2. What are the social & structural factors 
affecting these health-related information practices?

recruitment & demographics map of participant locations collection analysis
Sampling strategies for hidden populations:
Purposive, Snowball, Theoretical, maximal variation
Resulted in interviews with 13 sc lgbtq+ leaders
interviews ongoing with 30 participants as target

Individual, semi-structured interviews about:
Community health questions & concerns
What community does or does not do to address them
Information worlds drawing exercise:
People, places, & things that address or do not 
address health questions and concerns

First cycle. Initial, process, 
& descriptive coding. What is 
going on? Line-by-line. 

Second cycle. Axial & theoreti-
cal coding. What are rela-
tionships btwn categories?

race/ethnicity
White 78%
Black 38%
afro carribean 8%
aboriginal 8%

age
18-25 38%
26-34 8%
35-54 23%
55-64 23%
65+ 8% arab/west asian 8% avg. interview duration: 120 minutes

code & subcode definition example

barriers Obstacles preventing communities from 
achieving health-related outcomes or goals. 

isolation Lack of proximity to needed health or 
health-promoting resources.

medical tunnel vision Providing healthcare based on LGBTQ+ disparities 
without considering other health needs. 

You don't want to go to somebody that's so pro trans they're missing your regular issues. - Tony 

in the south, if you get a few gay people going in one direction other gay people will come because 
they’re so starved for community. - deb

obviously no sensible religion’s going to point out [their therapy programs for lgbtq+ communi-
ties] and say it’s conversion therapy. - abby jennings 

i feel like word of mouth is the god as far as information, the way it spreads. - kyle

It’s all who you know. the people you need to know are at the center and the people at the 
center know who you need to know. - charles

research Research studies that exploit lived experiences of 
LGBTQ+ community.

I think big publications are widely mistrusted by LGBTQ people because they come from broader 
societal systems ... places that aren't really educated on the issues we face. - Kyle

religion Institutionalized religion discriminating against 
LGBTQ+ community.

Resilience ability to “bounce back” from adverse 
situations by making positive adaptations.

demanding recognition Calling for others to acknowledge community's 
existence, validity, or legality.

The fundamental fact that I exist proves that life is possible. - Pinky Lily Flower

hoping naming actions, desires, & ideas that create a word 
where LGBTQ+ people experience equality.

Together we can change the world & that starts with the community we live in. - Princess Mocha

surfacing a collective body Sharing strong emotions by coming into contact with 
other LGBTQ+ people.

When it's time to come together, we come together. I didn't know how powerful that was until 
we had the bathroom bill introduced in our state. - Tony 

practicing spirituality Engaging in spiritual practices outside of organized 
religion as a form of health promotion.

To be a church that welcomes Muslims, is headed by a gay person, and refuses to use the word 
church suggest[s] we can love Jesus, but don't need your religion to love him. - Pink Lily Flower

defensive information practices information practices reacting to perceived 
negative consequences to self & community.

assessing risk Weighing the costs of engaging in a specific practice 
against the perceived benefits. 

“bug chasers” try to become [HIV] positive to access [healthcare]... if you ever test positive, you 
get this entire health infrastructure you cannot have otherwise. - Pat 

word of mouth Sharing of experiences & stories among community 
members.

mediating Connecting community members with outside 
expertise & resources.

mistrusting outsiders Selectively introducing new, outside information 
into a community.

We're not going to go look for [health information]. we're going to look for it within ourselves. 
We're an abused group of people that we act that way. That we turn to ourselves. - Kim 

Communities knowingly engage in risky or “unsafe” practices due to lack of available options or barriers  that make “safe” decisions incredibly risky
Participants value minor positive changes to their community health as being significant considering the barriers overcome for changes to happen on a state level
Communities offer informational support in response to a lack of relevant health resources and information. support is purposefully insular due to mistrust of outsidersin conclusion...


